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Highlights
 The 1 band of N2O is measured with an extended-cavity quantum cascade laser near
7.8 m
 The spectrometer is frequency locked to a Tm:based frequency comb at 1.9 m
 70 lines are measured with an estimated systematic uncertainty of 60 kHz.
 Accurate spectroscopic constants of the 1000 upper state are derived
 The rms of the fit of the line centers is ≈ 4.8×10-6 cm-1 (144 kHz)
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Abstract
The 1 fundamental band of N2O is examined by a novel spectrometer that relies on the
frequency locking of an external-cavity quantum cascade laser around 7.8 m to a nearinfrared Tm:based frequency comb at 1.9 m. Due to the large tunability, nearly 70 lines in
the 1240 – 1310 cm-1 range of the 1 band of N2O, from P(40) to R(31), are for the first time
measured with an absolute frequency calibration and an uncertainty from 62 to 180 kHz ,
depending on the line. Accurate values of the spectroscopic constants of the upper state are
derived from a fit of the line centers (rms ≈ 4.8×10-6 cm-1 or 144 kHz). The 1 transitions
presently measured in a Doppler regime validate high accuracy predictions based on subDoppler measurements of the 3 and 3-1 transitions.
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1. Introduction
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Even in their most recent editions [1], line parameters included in spectroscopic databases
relies on absorption spectra measured by Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (FTS). This
approach limits traceability and accuracy of line positions to a few tens of MHz, which
explains why most lines, even those from the more intense bands, are usually given with a
10-4 – 10-3 cm-1 (3–30 MHz) uncertainty. The invention of optical frequency combs at the end
of the past millennium enabled the calibration of optical frequencies against primary
frequency standards, whose fractional frequency uncertainty may easily attain ~ 10-11 at 1 s.
This made it possible, at least on single transitions, to retrieve line centers with uncertainties
down to a few kHz [2–7].
On the other hand, optical frequency combs have been seldom applied to broad line surveys to
extract spectroscopic parameters of molecular absorption bands. In the near-infrared (nearIR), extended measurements have been performed only on a few bands of C2H2, NH3 and
H2O in a sub-Doppler regime [6–10] and of CO, CO2 and H2O in a Doppler broadening
regime [11–15], quite often in conjunction with optical cavities to extend the effective
absorption path length (as well as to enhance the laser intensity in saturated surveys). In the
mid-IR, surveys over more than 50 cm-1 have been provided for the 3 band of N2O [16] and
of CH4 [17,18], as well as for CO2 near 4.3 and 2.7 m [19,20]. A technological hurdle here
originating from the lack of commercial mid-IR comb synthesizers and hence from the need
to resort to nonlinear optics to get referencing of a mid-IR probe laser to a near-IR comb [21–
28]. A second nontrivial requirement is a widely tunable single-mode laser, most of all
beyond 5 μm, where cw sources based on difference-frequency-generation or optical
parametric oscillation are not available. Distributed-feedback (DFB) quantum cascade lasers
are an option only for rather narrow ranges of about 10 cm-1 [29], whereas for ranges of ~100
cm-1, which are needed to cover an entire absorption band, the only solution available
commercially is given by external cavity quantum cascade lasers (EC-QCLs). As these lasers
usually suffer from a large amount of frequency noise [30], their use in combination with
frequency combs has been firstly demonstrated in an unlocked regime, with an accuracy of
800 kHz [31], and only recently in a comb-locked regime with an accuracy of 60 kHz [32].
In this work, the spectrometer proposed in Ref. [32] is applied to the first high accuracy line
position measurements of the  fundamental band of 14N216O near 1285 cm-1. The measured
positions are used to derive spectroscopic parameters of the upper state. Specifically, nearly
70 lines equally distributed among the P and R branches have been measured with a
systematic uncertainty of 60 kHz and a statistical uncertainty varying from 10 to 170 kHz
depending on the line. It is worth noting that the impact of the statistical uncertainty on the
spectroscopic parameters is strongly reduced by the averaging effect that takes place when all
lines are considered in a global fitting procedure, this being one of the major strengths of the
broadband comb-calibrated approach described herein.
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2. Experimental
The spectrometer is described in detail in Ref. [32]. It is based on the frequency locking of an
external cavity quantum cascade laser (EC-QCL) from Daylight Solutions, with tunability
from 7.55 to 8.2 μm and optical power above 60 mW after optical isolation, to a Tm:fiber
frequency comb at 1.9 μm delivering up to 1.5 W at a repetition rate of 100 MHz [33]. The
layout of the spectrometer is depicted in Fig. 1. The referencing scheme relies on a sum
frequency generation (SFG) process [26,34] between the comb and the EC-QCL in an 8-mmlong Zinc-Germanium Phosphide (ZGP) crystal: this process generates a new comb (SFG)
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near 1.54 μm whose frequency is offset from the original comb (m) by the EC-QCL
frequency (QCL), i.e., SFG= m + QCL. Thereafter, by heterodyning the SFG comb against a
spectrally broadened replica of the original near-IR comb (n), a radio-frequency (RF) beat
note (fbeat) is extracted, fbeat=|SFG– n| = |QCL– (n–m) frep|, which allows the EC-QCL
frequency to be calibrated against an integer multiple (n–m) of the comb repetition frequency
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(frep). The stabilization of fbeat against an RF local oscillator (fLO) is obtained by driving the
EC-QCL piezo modulation port with a servo PID. By scanning the repetition rate of the
frequency comb while maintaining a steady frequency lock of EC-QCL to the comb (fbeat =
fLO), one can finely tune the EC-QCL over ~ 600 MHz. The absolute frequency calibration
derives from the fact that all radiofrequencies, namely frep and fLO, and hence all optical

M

frequencies are seeded by a primary clock based on a GPS-disciplined Rb oscillator. As
compared to the setup described in Ref. [32], an intensity stabilization scheme was added to
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compensate for laser fluctuations during the spectral scans and thus to achieve a flatter

Fig. 1: Layout of the spectrometer, based on the frequency locking of a mid-IR EC-QCL to a nearIR Tm frequency comb. HWP: half wave plate, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, SC: supercontinuum,
BS: beam splitter, BC: beam combiner, PD: photodetector, OF: optical filter, FC: fiber coupler, BD:
balanced detector, SFG: Sum-Frequency-Generation, OI: optical isolator, AOM: acousto-optic
modulator, and WM: wavemeter.
5
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baseline. This was obtained by introducing an acousto-optic modulator in the beam path and
by actively controlling its input RF power in such a way as to keep the diffracted field power
stable around a 0.5 mW set-point. A photodetector placed upstream the optical cell serves as
a monitor for the intensity stabilization feedback loop.
In this work, we fully exploit the wide tunability and the single-mode operation of the ECQCL to cover 70 absorption lines of nitrous oxide (N2O) spanning the 1240 – 1310 cm-1
range. The gas is housed in a 66 cm long optical cell kept at room temperature and at
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pressures of 0.01 – 0.04 mbar (1 – 4 Pa), in a regime where absorption profiles are almost
exclusively determined by Doppler broadening and self-induced pressure shift of the line
center is negligible. The measurements are performed by a fully automated setup that reads
the EC-QCL frequency out of a wavemeter (WM), tunes it to the target absorption line,
switches on the lock to the frequency comb, steps the comb repetition rate by 4 Hz (1.5 MHz
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in the optical domain) to scan and acquire the absorption line, switches off the lock, then
again tunes the laser frequency to the next line of a preliminarily uploaded HITRAN list.
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Typically, a 540 MHz-wide spectrum consists of 360 evenly spaced points acquired with a

Fig. 2: (a) Absorption spectrum of the 1 band of N2O at room temperature and at a 0.018
mbar pressure. (b) zoomed-in view of the P(3) line together with residuals from a Gaussian
fitting.

dwell time of 100 ms.
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An overview of the measurements of the 1 band of N2O is presented in Fig. 2 (a). The
absorption spectra cover most part of the P and R lines up to J = 40 and J = 31, respectively.
Each line results from the average of 10 spectra acquired in 6 minutes. To maintain an almost
uniform signal-to-noise ratio for lines with different strengths, the acquisition has been split in
separated runs at slightly different pressures, from 0.01 to 0.04 mbar (for representation
purposes, the experimental absorbance values have been normalized in Fig. 2 to the same
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pressure condition of 0.018 mbar). Such low-pressure regime allowed us to fit the absorption
lines with a Gaussian profile. As a representative case, Fig. 2 (b) reports a 10-times averaged
spectrum of the P(3) line together with the residuals obtained from a fitting that includes a
linear slope for the baseline: the latter are only slightly affected by parasitic etalons and laser
intensity noise. The signal-to-noise ratio is about 890.
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Uncertainty source
Type A (kHz) Type B (kHz)
Experimental reproducibility 10 – 170 kHz
Frequency scale uncertainty
0.5
Pressure reading & leakage
1
Pressure shift calibration
2
Laser lineshape asymmetry
60
Total uncertainty
62 – 180 kHz

M

Table 1. Uncertainty budget for the individual line center.
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The statistical uncertainty (Type A error calculated as the standard error of the mean) on the
line centers varies, depending on the line, from 10 kHz to 170 kHz. These numbers reflect the
noise level on the vertical axis of the measurement, some nonlinearity of the spectral baseline
and also the stability of the laser frequency. The sources of systematic uncertainty (Type B
error) are quantified and detailed in Table 1. Minor contributions come from the stability of
the GPS frequency standard (~ 0.5 kHz over a 6 minute long measurement), from the
uncertainty of the absolute pressure gauge used in the experiments (10 %) and from the cell
leakage (0.0065 mbar/h): the latter two terms, as weighted by pressure shift coefficients of
the order of -26 kHz/mbar, contribute to an uncertainty of about 1 kHz. Those coefficients
have been taken from HITRAN [1], and refer to an air mixture instead of a pure sample, but
as the pressure adopted herein is very low, this does not affect the accuracy budget by more
than 2 kHz. The major systematic limitation is ascribed to an asymmetric shape of the laser
emission (see details in Ref.[32]), which we accounted for by recording, during each spectral
scan, the electrical spectrum of the beatnote between the laser and comb, then by
deconvolving every absorption profile by the laser emission line. In the error budget table,
the 60 kHz uncertainty assigned to the laser line shape corresponds to the rms value of a
distribution of line centers (of a single transition) acquired in different conditions, either
reversing the sign of the frequency lock or changing the local oscillator frequency. The
quadrature addition of Type A and Type B errors returns global uncertainty ranging from 62
7
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to 180 kHz depending on the line. The 1 line positions with their corresponding
experimental errors are listed in Table 2.

3. Line position analysis
3.1 Spectroscopic parameters
The set of measured transition frequencies was used to derive the parameters of the 1000
upper vibrational state through the standard expression for rovibrational energy levels:

3.2 Comparison to literature
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Fv(J)= Gv +BvJ(J+1)-DvJ2(J+1)2+HvJ3(J+1)3+ LvJ4(J+1)4
(1)
where Gv is the vibrational term value, Bv is the rotational constant, Dv, Hv and Lv are
centrifugal distortion constants, and J is the angular momentum quantum number. The
ground state (GS) constants were constrained to the accurate values reported by Ting et al.
[16]. These GS constants were obtained from a global fit involving different sets of highly
accurate measurements including fourteen line center values of GS rotational transitions with
accuracy better than 1 kHz. Here, after excluding six weak P(J) lines with J values between
29 and 43 measured with lower accuracy, an rms deviation of 4.810-6 cm-1 (144 kHz) is
achieved for 66 line positions covering the P(40) – R(31) range. This rms value is consistent
with the error budget described in Table 1. The obtained spectroscopic constants are listed in
Table 3 together with the GS constants of Ref. [16]. Differences of measured and calculated
line positions are displayed in Fig. 3 and listed in Table 2 together with the corresponding
calculated GS energy levels and 1 line position values for all transitions up to Jup= 45.
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The HITRAN2016 database [1] reproduces the 1 line positions calculated using the
spectroscopic parameters (SP) given by Toth on his website [35] (see Table 3). By using
long absorption path lengths (up to 70 m), Toth could detect high J rotational lines up to
P(86) and R(89) which are listed in Ref. [35]. Toth’s line list, as reproduced in HITRAN,
covers the P(87) – R(87) range of transitions. Hv and Lv distortion terms were needed to
reproduce the measured dataset. In Ref. [35],Toth did not provide line position uncertainties
or error bars on his band parameters. The deviations of HITRAN values to our fitted values
are plotted in Fig. 3 together with the deviations of Toth’s original measurements [35].
Compared to HITRAN, deviations up to 6×10-5 cm-1 (1.8 MHz) are observed in the range of
our observations. These values are fully consistent with the uniform HITRAN error bar
(<10-3 cm-1) attached to the 1 line positions.
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Fig. 3. Deviations from the fitted position values of the 1 fundamental band of 14N216O of (i) the
experimental values measured in this work (full blue circles; open circles correspond to transitions
excluded from the fit), (ii) the HITRAN2016 values [1] (full black circles) and (iii) the original
measurements by Toth [35] (grey squares).

M

An exhaustive literature review (up to 2012) of the 14N216O line position measurements from
0 to 10000 cm-1 can be found in Table 2 of Ref. [36], which includes estimated values for the

ED

precision of each experimental source. According to this review, a number of studies have
reported positions of pure R(J) rotational lines with accuracy of ~ tens of kHz in both the
ground [37–40] and 1000 excited states [37,38,41,42]. The 1000 upper state of the1 band is

PT

also involved in sub-Doppler frequency measurements of the 1) band near 9 µm
performed by Tachikawa et al. [14] by using a heterodyne difference frequency technique

CE

with fluorescence-stabilized CO2 lasers. The (3-1) transition frequencies of the P(38) –
R(18) lines were reported with an accuracy better than 5 kHz for most of the lines and the
authors combined their results with literature measurements (including Toth’s measurements)

AC

to derive effective spectroscopic parameters (SP) for the 1000, 0001, 0200 and 0220 states. The
derived SPs of the 1000 state considered as an isolated state (as in our analysis) are included
in Table 3. The most significant difference concerns the vibrational term which was reported
with a 107 kHz and 750 kHz relative and absolute 1uncertainty, respectively [14]. Our
vibrational term value obtained from the direct measurement of the 1 band transitions is
determined with a 36 kHz and 100 kHz relative and absolute uncertainty and differs by about
920 kHz compared to Ref. [14].
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As mentioned above, the results recently reported by Ting et al. [16] in sub-Doppler regime
have supplanted most of the previous studies in terms of accuracy of rotational transitions in
N2O. By locking their synthesizer to a cesium clock, they determined the frequency of 175
pure rotational transitions within five vibrational states (including the 1000 state). Overall, 33
values with sub-Doppler precision (0.5 – 3 kHz) and 142 with Doppler limited precision were
reported. In addition, using a difference frequency generation (DFG) source calibrated by an
optical frequency comb, Ting et al. determined 44 saturated absorption line centers of the 3
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band near 2223 cm-1, with an accuracy better than 10 kHz for most transitions [16]. Using
their sets of microwave and infrared data with J up to 100 and combined with literature
precision measurements (in particular those by Tachikawa et al. [14]), Ting et al. developed
an effective Hamiltonian (EH) model to reproduce the transition frequencies involving the
0000, 0110, 1000, 0001, 0200 and 02±20 interacting states. An overall ensemble of 860 selected
transitions was used to fit the model parameters and predictions were obtained for the pure
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rotational band and for the fundamental bands, including the 1 band of present interest. The
combination of the 3 measurements by Ting et al. with those of Tachikawa et al. for the (31) band, both with accuracy at the kHz level, allows for very accurate predictions of the
frequency of the 1 transitions. The resulting calculated line list was not provided in the
Supplemental Material of Ref. [16] but can be found in the JPL spectral line catalog [43]. In

M

the range of our measurements, the 1 band predicted frequencies are provided with a typical
accuracy of 3 kHz. The average and rms of the differences between the position values

ED

computed from our 1 band spectroscopic parameters and those predicted in Ref. [16] are -72
and 54 kHz, respectively, then fully consistent with our claimed error bars (Table 1).
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4. Conclusion
The transition frequencies of 72 lines of the 1 fundamental band of 14N216O2 have been for
the first time directly measured with high accuracy by a novel spectrometer that relies on the
frequency locking of an EC-QCL around 7.8 m to a Tm:based frequency comb at 1.9 m.
Line centers are reported with an uncertainty ranging between 62 and 180 kHz. Using an
isolated band model, line positions were reproduced with an rms of 144 kHz allowing for an
accurate determination of the spectroscopic parameters of the 1000 level. Compared to the
HITRAN line list of N2O, based on FTS measurements by Toth [35,44], significant
deviations are evidenced but their amplitude is largely below the HITRAN error bar (<10-3
cm-1).
Because of the approximate  relations between harmonic frequencies, the
14
N216O vibrational states are involved in a set of couplings that need a global modeling [36].
Using such an effective Hamiltonian model, Ting et al. reproduced a large set of sub-Doppler
precision measurements involving the ground and first vibrational states [16]. For the 1 band
our data provide a validation of these predictions within 72 kHz, which is consistent with our
1 uncertainty. This prompts the incorporation of Ting’s data into future versions of
spectroscopic databases.
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Table 2.
Measured and calculated values of the line positions of the 1 band of 14N216O and
corresponding deviations.

1245.7654065(47)

(cm )
1242.8044486
1243.7946864
1244.7817034
1245.7654902
1246.7460375
1247.7233362
1248.6973774
1249.6681523
1250.6356525
1251.5998694
1252.5607949
1253.5184208
1254.4727393
1255.4237424
1256.3714226
1257.3157723
1258.2567842
1259.1944511
1260.1287658
1261.0597214
1261.9873110
1262.9115279
1263.8323655
1264.7498172
1265.6638767
1266.5745378
1267.4817942
1268.3856399
1269.2860690
1270.1830756
1271.0766539
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1248.6973766(38)
1249.6681532(36)
1250.6356260(61)
1251.5998748(28)
1252.5607752(29)
1253.5184108(34)
1254.4727237(31)
1255.4237436(33)
1256.3714189(32)
1257.3157688(24)
1258.2567709(25)
1259.1944735(27)
1260.1287645(26)
1261.0597220(25)
1261.9873075(26)
1262.9115278(26)
1263.8323685(25)
1264.7498155(26)
1265.6638756(24)
1266.5745366(26)
1267.4817915(25)
1268.3856371(24)
1269.2860668(24)
1270.1830762(24)
1271.0766575(24)

-1

Meas.- Calc.
-5

-1

-6

-1

-6

-1

(10 cm )
(10 cm )
(10 cm )
-8.37*

-0.08
0.09
-2.65*
0.54
-1.97*
-1.00
-1.55*
0.12
-0.37
-0.35
-1.34*
2.24*
-0.13
0.05
-0.35
-0.01
0.30
-0.17
-0.12
-0.12
-0.27
-0.28
-0.22
0.07
0.36

a

Ground state

b

-1

(cm )
905.0784946
866.5980671
828.9512843
792.1383367
756.1594102
721.0146869
686.7043444
653.2285561
620.5874912
588.7813147
557.8101873
527.6742655
498.3737015
469.9086434
442.2792348
415.4856155
389.5279206
364.4062813
340.1208244
316.6716725
294.0589441
272.2827532
251.3432098
231.2404196
211.9744841
193.5455005
175.9535618
159.1987567
143.2811699
128.2008816
113.9579679

1271.9667933(24)
1272.8535020(24)
1273.7367667(24)
1274.6165732(24)
1275.4929258(24)
1276.3658180(24)
1277.2352460(24)
1278.1012004(24)
1278.9636770(24)
1279.8226829(24)
1280.6782025(25)
1281.5302307(26)
1282.3787661(32)
1283.2237929(26)
1284.0653252(27)
1285.7378611(27)
1286.5688416(25)
1287.3963286(26)
1288.2202697(25)
1289.0406830(24)
1289.8575856(25)
1290.6709368(24)
1291.4807603(24)
1292.2870252(24)
1293.0897483(25)
1293.8889255(24)
1294.6845596(24)
1295.4766188(24)
1296.2651184(24)
1297.0500833(24)
1297.8314570(24)
1298.6092638(24)
1299.3835079(24)
1300.1541880(24)
1300.9212906(25)
1301.6848044(24)
1302.4447399(27)
1303.2010874(26)
1303.9538578(27)
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(cm )
P46
P45
P44
P43
P42
P41
P40
P39
P38
P37
P36
P35
P34
P33
P32
P31
P30
P29
P28
P27
P26
P25
P24
P23
P22
P21
P20
P19
P18
P17
P16

Calculated

M

-1

ED

Measured

PT

Transition

P15
P14
P13
P12
P11
P10
P9
P8
P7
P6
P5
P4
P3
P2
P1
R0
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
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1271.9667984
1272.8535034
1273.7367636
1274.6165734
1275.4929278
1276.3658215
1277.2352494
1278.1012065
1278.9636879
1279.8226888
1280.6782044
1281.5302302
1282.3787614
1283.2237938
1284.0653228
1285.7378536
1286.5688470
1287.3963203
1288.2202696
1289.0406910
1289.8575806
1290.6709348
1291.4807498
1292.2870223
1293.0897486
1293.8889255
1294.6845496
1295.4766178
1296.2651270
1297.0500742
1297.8314564
1298.6092710
1299.3835150
1300.1541861
1300.9212816
1301.6847991
1302.4447363
1303.2010912
1303.9538615

-0.51
-0.14
0.31
-0.02
-0.20
-0.35
-0.33
-0.61
-1.09
-0.59
-0.20
0.06
0.46
-0.09
0.25
0.75
-0.53
0.82
0.00
-0.80
0.50
0.20
1.05
0.29
-0.03
0.00
1.00
0.10
-0.86
0.91
0.05
-0.72
-0.72
0.20
0.91
0.53
0.36
-0.38
-0.36

100.5525007
87.9845476
76.2541721
65.3614332
55.3063860
46.0890812
37.7095653
30.1678805
23.4640648
17.5981522
12.5701721
8.3801499
5.0281069
2.5140598
0.8380213
0
0.8380213
2.5140598
5.0281069
8.3801499
12.5701721
17.5981522
23.4640648
30.1678805
37.7095653
46.0890812
55.3063860
65.3614332
76.2541721
87.9845476
100.5525007
113.9579679
128.2008816
143.2811699
159.1987567
175.9535618
193.5455005
211.9744841
231.2404196

11

1304.7030494(26)
1305.4486393(25)
1306.1906499(26)
1306.9290673(25)
1307.6638771(37)
1308.3949719(26)
1309.1227432(27)
1309.8467707(29)

1304.7030453
1305.4486407
1306.1906462
1306.9290599
1307.6638805
1308.3951065
1309.1227368
1309.8467703
1310.5672059
1311.2840430
1311.9972807
1312.7069187
1313.4129564
1314.1153937

0.41
-0.14
0.37
0.74
-0.34
13.47*
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Table 3.

Spectroscopic parameters (in cm-1) of the ground and (1000) upper vibrational states of

Notes
a

Values with asterisk (*) were excluded from the fit.

b

The ground state energy levels given in the last column were calculated using the

parameters values reported by Ting et al. [16].

N216O derived from the1 line positions measured between 1248 and 1310 cm-1
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0.0
0.419011001(20) 0.17609193(3042) -0.016529(2400)
0
1284.90334
0.417255210
0.1726978
0.14666
1.853
0.0
0.41901101941
0.176106765
-0.015547
-0.308
1284.9033344(13) 0.417255073(10)
0.172597(18)
0.1307(86)
1284.9033624(36) b 0.4172550738 (14)
0.172768(13)
0.1164(46)
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0
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using a comb-locked extended-cavity quantum-cascade-laser, together with a comparison with literature.

P(87)-R(87)
P(43)-R(31)
P(38)-R(18)

4.3 10-6

Ref.
Toth [35,44].
Toth [44]
Ting et al. [16]
This work
Tachikawa et al. [14]

PT

Notes

RMSa

The uncertainties (1) are given in parenthesis in the unit of the last quoted digit.
Root Mean Square of the (Meas.-Calc.) differences of the position values

b

The absolute (1) uncertainties are 100 kHz and 750 kHz (3.3×10-6 and 2.5 ×10-5 cm-1) for this work and Ref. [14], respectively.
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